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Abstract— Scriptless timing attack is a Cascading Style 

Sheet (CSS) based side channel attack in which the attacker 

attempts to compromise the web privacy of user. Attacker 

analyzes the time taken to render the image on the victim’s 

web browser. It is based on the fact that rendering process of 

the resources loaded from remote website is delayed than 

the resource is loaded from local cache. The attacker uses 

Cascading Style Sheet features and distinguishes that 

whether victim have visited the target website or not. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We know that an attack is any attempt to alter, disable, steal, 

destroy, expose, make unauthorized use of or gain 

unauthorized access of asset. Scriptless attack is a Cascading 

Style Sheet based attack in which attacker utilizes the 

various background dynamic CSS features to sniff the user’s 

cache. In our paper we have explore the various Scriptless 

attacks and its impact on web browser privacy. 

II. SCRIPTLESS TIMING ATTACK 

This word is combination of two separate terms scriptless + 

timing attack. Firsts is Scriptless, it means without executing 

the script because many defence techniques have been 

proposed to block the execution of suspicious scripts by the 

browser vendors, so this attack uses various CSS features to 

perform the alternative of scripts. Second is timing 

attack, such that an attacker attempts to compromise 

a cryptosystem by evaluating the time taken to execute 

cryptographic operations. Every logical and arithmetic 

operation in a computer takes time to execute, and the time 

can varies based on the input and respective complexity. 

This critical observation of the time for each operation, an 

attacker can measures the various aspects of input. It can 

leaks the information to attacker using various execution 

parameter: the CPU running time, crypto system design, 

used algorithm, various implementation details, timing 

attack countermeasures, the accuracy of the timing 

measurements, etc.  

 
Fig 1: Scriptless timing attack and History Sniffing 

Bin Liang [1] has proposed a novel timing attack 

method to sniff user’s browsing histories without executing 

any script as shown in Figure 1. This paper explores various 

scriptless attacks in detail. 

III. MOTIVATION TO SCRIPTLESS 

Every innovation has some merits and demerits like two 

sides of coin. Similarly in web technology information 

exchange and communication gives us hacktivism and 

cybercrime as negative aspects of the internet. This concept 

derived in to cyber-attack. Now we are moving towards 

classification of the attacks based on the approaches used by 

attacker, which motivate us towards scriptless timing attack. 

The first email virus proposed by Fread Cohen in 1987 [8], 

then various blackhats community have performed the 

malicious activities like worm attack, logic bomb (salami 

scam, Trojan attack (RAT), back or trap door attack, data 

didler, sniffer etc.  

These all were scripted attacks. So, these serious 

threats posed by client-side scripts, many defense 

mechanisms have been proposed to prevent the execution of 

suspicious scripts in users’ browsers in recent year, such as 

in 2010 NotScripts for Chrome[6], NoScript extension for 

Firefox [5], JavaScript Blocker for Safari, in 2011 HTML5 

IFrame sandbox , various script filtering mechanisms ,and  

Content Security Policy (CSP) have been integrated with 

web applications [7].These blocking  suspicious script at 

client side have motivate the blackhats to the scriptless 

attack. 

 
Fig. 2: Scriptless attack hierarchy 
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Name of 

attack 

Author who 

coined the 

attack 

Aspects Scope Impact Mitigation Rule 

Clickjacking 

Attack 

Jeremiah 

Grossman and 

Robert 

hansen, 2008 

CSS+ 

<iframe> 

User status of twitter account twit 

with automated text 

http://tinyurl.com/amgzs6 

unintentionally as he/she click on 

the twit button. 

-Likejacking 

attack 

-Cursorjacking 

attack 

<iframe> 

sandbox attribute 

introduces to 

prevent the 

suspicious 

content in iframe 

SVG filter 

attack 

Zachary 

Weinberg, 

Eric Y. Chen, 

Collin 

Jackson ,2011 

CSS+ SVG 

font face+ 

brute force 

attack on 

sensitive data 

in browser 

Provided the sensitive information 

like credit card number, password  

browser leakage 

-unauthorized 

access 

Proposed the x-

frame-options to 

prevent this 

attack 

Geo 

Inference 

Attack 

Yaoqi Jia, 

Xinshu 

Dong,and  

Prateek 

Saxena ,2014 

CSS+ Timing 

attack on 

victims cache 

Provide the Personal target 

information like country, city, and 

neighbor details. 

-Personal 

target 

advertisement 

-browser 

history sniffing 

 

Proposed 

browser patch to 

detect the 

location sensitive 

images and delete 

with low 

overhead. 

Table 1: Analysis of Various Scriptless Attacks 

The first scriptless attack was clickjackling attack and it was 

detected in 2008, it have infected twitter status by using the 

transparent <iframe> over the actual post button of the 

individual twitter account[9]. This attack further classified 

in to two attack such that Likejackling and cursorjackling 

according to their functionality. In scritless attack the 

attacker uses various CSS features with classical attack to 

make snippet vulnerable, such that in 2008 CSS DOM  

combined with <iframe> have  leads  in to clickjackling 

attack[9], in 2013 CSS DOM  combined with SVG font file 

and brute force attack and provided  the information leakage 

of CSRF token and explored credit card, password etc , in 

2014 the CSS combined with timing attack become feasible 

to sniff the user cache history [3]and transmitted  the 

information to attacker that victim have visited the targeted 

web site or not, this attack also termed the geo inference 

attack  in 2014 and gives the country ,city and neighbor 

details[2] .So we can say that by prevention of suspicious 

script have motivate blackhats towards scriptless attack.  

IV. VISITED SELECTOR ATTACK 

The most widespread history sniffing attack depends on 

inspecting the visual style difference between the visited and 

unvisited links. In modern browsers, CSS can be applied to 

make visited and unvisited links take different colors or 

amounts of space. Based on this, attackers can place a list of 

URLs that they want to inspect in a web page and set the 

visited links to take a different style than the unvisited ones 

by using CSS. When a victim opens the page, a client-side 

script embedded in the page will check the style of links in 

the list or the positions of other elements, subsequently 

determining whether the victim has recently visited a 

specific URL. When user visit the attack page, an attacker 

runs the various background dynamic CSS, this DOM have 

potential to sniff the user’s cache. It provides loophole to 

infer image load time of target page. In fact the load time of 

image from remote website is significantly larger than the 

load time of the image from the local cache,so an attacker  

can easily get idea that victim have visited the target 

website.  For interactive sniffing, as the name implies, 

victims must also be willing to interact with a sniffer’s site 

in the same ways that they might interact with a legitimate 

site. History sniffers do not have any of the additional 

powers of a network attacker: they cannot eavesdrop on, 

tamper with, or redirect network traffic from victims to 

legitimate sites (or vice versa), nor can they interfere with 

domain name lookups. Furthermore, history sniffers cannot 

install malicious software on their victims’ computers, or 

take advantage of malware installed by someone else and 

performs as the traffic analyzer, so we can say that this 

attack is the first step to enter in various hazardous 

activities. In short the history sniffer gets following 

consequences: 

 Personally targeted advertisements. 

 Social engineering attacks. 

 Affects the user’s privacy. 

 Spear phishing. 

V. VISITOR OF SELECTOR ATTACK TECHNIQUE 

As we Explained based on the attack parameter there are so 

many technique are there to perform this history sniffing 

attack. We are exploring each in detail. 

A. Measurement Based Technique: 

In this approach we have measured the threshold load time 

of resources   from the target site. Then we perform the 

consecutive requests during the victim visits the attack page 

and determine the differences between the both request. If 

difference is less than threshold load time then we can say 

that victim have visited the target site. 

1) Aspects: 

We have studied this scriptless attack and find out many 

issues regarding this measurement based scripless timing 

attack. 

 This attack requires the Browser web kit 

observation, which is platform dependent. 

http://tinyurl.com/amgzs6
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 DNS look up is essential before the scriptless 

attack for accurate result.  

 Measurement based attack perform only one 

request to determine the attack. 

 The average accuracy of this attack is 95%-97% on 

the various modern browsers [1]. 

B. Comparison Based Technique: 

In the real world, the attacker often does not know the time 

distributions of the rendering process in the victim’s 

browser. To this end, the author has developed a novel 

comparison-based attack [1] approach, which is not 

dependent on precise time measurement. The basic idea of 

comparison-based attacks is the introduction of related 

resources as the timing baselines and comparing their 

rendering processes with that of the attack object. 

Fig. 3: Comparison based STA. 

1) Aspects: 

 This attack does not require the time distribution of 

the rendering process. 

 According to authors [1] the accuracy of Media 

Queries Comparison-based attack is 99.9%-100%. 

 We examine this attack and observed that this 

attack is easily possible in all browsers. 

So we can say that this Comparison based attack is 

most recent attack and we can work more deeply in this 

area. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We conclude that comparison based scriptless timing 

attack is effectively works on each modern browsers. This 

attack has potential to sniff the user’s history and determine 

that victim has visited the target page or not. With its 

efficiency, scope and the impact researcher can get best 

options for their interest of study in Comparison based 

scriptless timing attack. 
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